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"Terms and Conditions of this Newsletter.

The views expressed on this Newsletter are those of each Author and not
necessarily those of the Rolls-Royce Club of Australia.
The information contained in this material is only for information purposes.
The material does not constitute advice and you should not rely on any
material in this web site to make (or refrain from making) any decision or
take (or refrain from taking) any action. We do not make any warranty or
representation as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of any material in
this Newsletter.
In no event do we accept liability of any description, including liability
for negligence, for any damages or losses (including, without limitation,
loss of business, revenue, profits, or consequential loss) whatsoever
resulting from use of or inability to use this Newsletter.
The information contained in this Newsletter may contain technical
inaccuracies and typographical errors. The information contains material
submitted and created by third parties. We exclude all liability for any
illegality arising from or error, omission or inaccuracy in such material"
The purpose of these self-help gatherings is to gain a better understanding
and a working knowledge of the vehicles in our charge.
It does not nor is it intended to imply that the work carried out on these vehicles
will replace the expert knowledge of those that specialise in this field.
Each owner is strongly encouraged to keep his or her motorcar maintained
by a qualified professional unless they have a thorough working knowledge of the
vehicle themselves.

August 2007 REPORT

Members and Guests Present:
Mark Herbstreit, Robert and Elizabeth Wort with Chris Brooks Silver Spur ANC04359,
Lionel Gell 1975 Silver Shadow SRH 21205, Simon Roberts 1961 Bentley S2 B241DV
Laurence Bottomley 1968 Bentley T Series SBH4064,Larry Picker, Terry Farrow, , Robert
Harris with Ray Cinquegrana, Geoffrey May 1963 Silver Cloud III SCX315, George Forbes,
Peter Jordan-Hill Bentley T Series, Eric and Alexander Henderson, Tim Dean, Neil
Matthews Silver Cloud II, Ken Long Silver Cloud II LWB LCD24,John Wilson, Paul
Dabrowski, Mark Walton Silver Shadow LWB LRH14951, John Mantello, Bruce Hensell
Silver Spirit ASG16458, Stuart, Heath and James Dennehy.
Before I get started, Denis Deasey has corrected me on the following fact.
Dear Robert, thank you very much for the comprehensive report on the pre-war car self-help group day. A minor
historical correction: my car was not owned by the Nobel family, but its engine came from 6EU which was owned
by the Emil Nobel. Minor incorrect historical facts have a habit of becoming the received truth if not corrected
quickly. It was a great day and it was a pleasure to participate.
Best wishes,
FROM: DENIS DEASEY

Thank you Denis, it just goes to show you how easily facts can get distorted.

Judges Training Day 2007

You may recall on Issue 8 that we provided you with a comprehensive list of dos and don’ts in
regards to the rules for Concours Judging, so I won’t repeat it here, but the time draws near for
the big event again and so, headed by our illustrious leader and Great White Chief (Neil
Matthews), we gathered a few new recruits and split up into two groups for ‘Boot camp.’
Peter Jordan-Hill and Bruce
Hensell, along with Geoffrey
May, volunteered their cars for
us to practice on so away we
went.
Bob Glass made a special trip
down to share his expertise as
Bob is an old hand (Figuratively
speaking), in adjudication and
we thank Bob for his efforts.
Everyone grabbed a clipboard
which had the score sheets and
the lessons began.

Looking in envy at the “Big
Guns’, was a late ‘20’s or early
‘30’s Riley. It was in excellent
useable condition and it was
interesting to see its Cross-Flow
cylinder head (Quite an
innovation in its time) and the
absence of any moving parts in
the engine bay. There was not
even an engine cooling fan in
view. It relied solely on the
thermo-siphon principle of
cooling and we wondered how it
would fare in heavy traffic on
hot days. Interestingly, it also had an Autovac Fuel system in it as well.
To ensure that there were other
things to do on the day, I decided it
was time to give the Silver Spur an
oil change. Actually, I was hoping
to give it a grease and change the
spark plugs as well but time was
our enemy. Geoffrey May needed
to check the fluid levels on his
Silver Cloud III’s shock Dampers.
I changed my oil, and despite
putting some rags under the oil
filter to avoid an unholy mess, I still
succeeded in dropping the damn
thing as I was extracting it and
managed to ‘California Poppy’ my
thinning hairdo.

Geoff’s Silver Cloud III was bouncing around like a pogo stick and some of that was caused by
an out of round wheel (He’s not too sure how that happened, probably from one of his drivers).
He replaced the tyres and the offending wheel and had all wheels balanced, but although there
was an improvement, she was still a’ bouncin’. I suggested that we check the fluid levels on his
shockers as this is a much overlooked item on these models.
Sure enough, they were as dry as an Aussie Drought. Many of these shock Dampers
are not checked throughout their entire lifetime as owners are not aware that they are
serviceable. The dampers at the rear were easy enough to get to but the front ones are located
at the top of the wishbones and the nut can be quite difficult to get to. As I already resembled a
chimney-sweep, I thought it might as well be me squeezing under the wheel arches to get at
them. Fortunately, the nuts were easy to undo but it was a more difficult task to fill the
shockers up. Geoff had a syringe and tube handy, but as the tube was very small, filling up the
reservoirs was very slow going.
Nevertheless, we got
there in the end and a
short test drive over
some local speed
humps soon showed
that the car was
transformed to its
former glory.
Geoff will need to keep
an eye out for fluid
leaks for a little while.
The fact that the
dampers have been
low for quite some time
will probably mean that
the seals have dried
out.

This will mean that the new fluid could well leak out again. Provided that the seals aren’t
perished, the fluid will gradually make them supple and swell again and maybe a little
transmission conditioner may assist in the process. You see, the fluid that goes into the Shock
Dampers is automatic transmission fluid. Minor leaks can be stopped if you wish to replace this
fluid with engine oil. It won’t cause damage but it will stiffen the suspension up a little and
actually, some owners prefer this.

Our next article is reprinted with the kind permission of my globetrotting mate, Richard Treacy.
If you have a Silver Shadow/T Series Bentley or a Silver Shadow II/T2 Bentley, then this
makes for compulsory reading. Please note that the Pendulum Arm referred to by Richard is
also known as a Pitman Arm. This is a disturbing issue in itself and it will be the subject of
another article at a later date. These are of course Richard’s personal observations and the
usual disclaimers apply.
Many thanks Richard.

Richard Treacy, Canberra, Australia Last updated: June 26, 2005

Rolls-Royce and Bentley Final Drive Crossmember and Carbody
Failures on Silver Shadow Series Cars
There are three well-known safety matters concerning Silver Shadow series cars
which have been hovering
around since they were built. Those are the final drive torque arm on early cars,
the main steering pendulum lever on cars with steering boxes, and the final drive
crossmember. Decades ago I knew of the final drive crossmember and torque
arm failures. I learned the hard way of the last failure when the
pendulum lever broke a few years ago on our T-Series, SBH13247, delivered in
Sydney, October 1972. A U-Turn became a Pirouette. Thank goodness: no
crash.
I have read many articles about the weaknesses in the torque arm and the final
drive crossmember, but was feeling smug because ours had been modified back
in the 1970s by the Sydney dealer.
Late last year, my father stopped the T-Series at the sign a block from home in
Canberra, and gently proceeded onwards. Bang crash, the final drive
crossmember came adrift, and bits spilled all over the road. Thank goodness:
again no crash. The car has spent most of its life swanning graciously around
Canberra’s boulevardes doing as a family car should, but imagine if it had failed
the day before on Bungendore’s bumpy gravel roads with honoured guests
aboard ?
What the hell was that ? The final drive crossmember had ripped out from the
floor of the car. Safety issue No 4 had reared its ugly head, as subsequent
research has shown that this particular failure is becoming alarmingly frequent as
the cars age and fatigue.
The solution ? Reinforce the boot floor and the small subframe which together
hold the final drive crossmember in place. It’s better to do the strengthening
before it fails, and thereby save thousands in peripheral damage to the exhaust,
differential and half shafts to start with, not to mention injuries in a probable
crash.
The diagram shows the standard original unmodified arrangement in cross
section. Note that the load is taken by the boot floor and the small subframe fixed
to the bodyshell. The distance tube (item 2) holds it all firm. However, the boot
floor and the small subframe sections are clearly too flimsy and failed through
fatigue over time on our car and others. Note also the mismatch in the diameters
of the distance tube and the washers: not good practice, especially with such
small gauge metal. Since repairing our car, other owners have been alerted.
Fortunately, they have discovered impending catastrophes and avoided them.
This is the piece of sheet metal which ripped out from the boot floor. Note the
complete absence of corrosion anywhere, but rusty cars will be at even greater
risk.

This is the piece of sheet metal which ripped out from the boot floor. Note the
complete absence of
corrosion anywhere, but rusty cars will be at even greater risk.

To reinforce the small subframe supporting the final drive crossmember, we
devised a Z-bracket. Its dimensions are shown in the sketch below, but the 70
mm offset should be checked in each case. It is fabricated from 4 mm mild steel
plate.

The Z-bracket is secured to the boot floor by a small bolt purely to ensure that
the final drive crossmember is correctly located during assembly, and sits above
the subframe silentblock mounting. The two large washers (original) can be seen
between the subframe and the mount centre left. One may be removed on each
side if it makes the half shafts straight, but that should be decided on a case-bycase basis.

There was no welding undertaken on the car. This decision was made so not to
introduce new stresses or fatigue sites. The repaired section was simply boxed in
to make it extremely sturdy. The Z-piece, the large washer plate in the boot and
the distance piece are all held firmly boxed together by the main final drive
crossmember mounting bolt. The whole arrangement is held in very securely.
Here is the large 4mm washer plate in the boot. Both sides are modified with
washer plates and Z-pieces.
The washer on the right hand side should be profiled as the sheet metal steps at
the rear.

Below are two other incarnations of the boot floor reinforcement. Clearly just
about anything will do.

So, back to the problem in the 1970s. Below is an unmodified final drive
crossmember. If yours looks like this, just panic slowly.

Here is the final drive crossmember as modified in the late 1970s by the Sydney
Rolls-Royce distributor.
Note the revised harmonic balancer mounts to Silver Shadow II specification, and
the through-bolts and distance tubes boxed in for the silentblock mount.
Compare that to the diagram in the workshop manual in fig. 1. It is very much
stronger as modified. Despite this, a warning !! The final drive crossmember was
showing cracks despite this essential modification. We had it repaired,
strengthened and checked for straightness yet again by a subframe specialist in
the ACT. Apart from fabricating the Z-piece, this was the only welding carried out.
We used Nylock nuts on the new main bolts.

Just to prove that the beloved monster is back on the road.

Below is a crossmember and boot floor modified recently by Pat Lockyer in the
UK in response to our warnings. Pat implemented the package: both the

crossmember and the boot floor are now reinforced using 14 gauge mild steel
plate.
Note the similarities to the factory modification. However, he has fabricated
plates top and bottom to provide a very sturdy solution. The factory modification
does not employ a plate on the top of the crossmember. He also retained the
original harmonic balancer mount, whereas the factory modification requires a
new combined plate and harmonic balancer mount underneath. Pat elected not
to fit Z-brackets, probably a sound solution as the failure had not yet happened.
Instead, Pat made up a wider distance tube. Once dismantled, Pat’s Silver
Shadow showed signs that it was very close to failure indeed.
This is a dire warning to all Silver Shadow and Bentley T-Series owners,
including the Silver Shadow II and T2 owners alike.
Modified Crossmember Fitted

Crossmember Ready for Fitting

Boot Floor With New Plate in Place.

Crossmember Fitted, View of Mount From Directly Underneath the
Crossmember.

Another View.
Note the Through Bolts, and the Distance Tubes Just Visible Inside the
Crossmember Section.

Contoured Boot Plate

This is Pat's 1974 Silver Shadow, SRH 17766, The Subject of These Pictures

Note that one washer was deleted to compensate for the new plate on the top of
the crossmember, keeping the geometry unchanged.

These are the sketches I made for Pat. He managed to follow these awfully
crude sketches, but improved on the design immensely by adding a plate on the
top, between the crossmember beam and the mount. That is very worthwhile,
and may have avoided the new cracks I found on ours had Crewe thought of it.
He deleted one heavy duty spacer washer (Items 5) to compensate the
increased clearance due to the top plate.
What a superb job !

‘Til next time folks,
Happy and safe motoring.

Robert Wort
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